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Déplacement focuses on the creolisation occurring between European colonial exported objects and cultural habits of different places. The 

work links two cities, Paris and Shanghai, whose defining objects, even though far away from each other in distance and time, are linked all 

together as if they belonged to a single place.

Déplacement - Paris - traces connections between objects and places related to the French colonial past. Three are the locations: 

first, the Jardin de l’Agronomie Tropical in which the endemic species are simultaneously colonizers of and colonized by the few 

tropical species implanted at the beginning of the XX century so as to recreate the colonial habitat. Second, the bas-relief covering 

the facade of the Musée de l’histoire de l’immigration, to be observed together with the 600 m2 frescoes in the central hall of the 

Museum. Third, the imported products that can be currently seen in the African market of Chateau Rouge.

Déplacement - Shanghai - focuses on the French products exported in China since the end of the XIXth century. Specifically,

in this project, seemingly decorative objects such as plane trees or Art Déco buildings - both notably common in urban Shanghai - are 

revealed to possess deeper political meaning.

Through these elements, the project looks at the idea of displacement, understood as the shift in meaning undergone by objects when 

their context shifts, even when the physical form of these objects is unaffected by change.

Parigi - Shanghai

« Sans rien changer, 

que tout soit différent »

Bresson



In linea d’aria - Paris and Shanghai
installation view oTTo - Milano

Photo taken at Fuxing Park - which used to be the park located insi-
de the French Concession.
Light jet  print 140 x 125 cm from 20 x 25 cm negative film 

Photo taken at  Palais de la Porte dorée  - Fresco
Light jet print 40 x 32 cm



In linea d’aria - diptych
Photo taken at Palais de la Porte dorée - Fresco
Light jet print 40 x 32 cm

In linea d’aria - diptych
Shanghai - Fuxing Park
Light jet print 140 x 125 cm from 20 x 25 cm negative film 



Photo taken at  Fuxing Park
Light jet  print 140 x 180 cm from 20 x 25 cm negative film 

Chinese vegetation



Photo taken at Fuxing Park 
Light jet print 140 x 180 cm from 20 x 25 cm negative film 

Plane tree planted by the French at the beginning of the XXth century.
Chinese vegetation and palms in the background.



Plane tree surfaces
Frottage with Chinese rice paper and black Chinese ink.
Frottage taken from the bark of plane trees.
190 x 96 cm each - 4 of 13 different patterns



Paris and Shanghai - Hypothesis of installation



Wall of the Metereological Center - Shanghai
Overlapping of historical layers starting from the original French buiding. Once it was
the French metereological observatory.
Gelatin silver print 20 x 25 cm contact print



About surfaces
ink jet print 32 x 45 cm

Twelve photographs taken inside the Circle 
Sportif Français - bas-relief



About surfaces
ink jet print 32 x 45 cm

Photographs taken inside the Circle Sportif 
Français - Art Decò building



Installation view



What kind of green?
Photo taken inside the Metereological Center - Shanghai
Location of the current Chinese weather forecast studio
Ink jet print, 32 x 42 cm



? L’origine du monde ?

Photo taken at the Palais de la Porte dorée - Paris
Colonial Allegory of the FIve Continents
Black and white print
46 x 57,5 cm from 20x25 cm negative



Photo taken at the Palais de la Porte dorée - Frescoes
gelatin silver print
20 x 25 cm - contact print

Installation view
FotoPub 2018, Novo Mesto



Photo taken at the Jardin de l’agronomie Tropical
Location of the 1931 colonial exhibition in Paris
Gelatin silver print from 20 x 25 cm negative

Installation view
FotoPub 2018, Novo Mesto



 Up - Photo taken at the Jardin de l’agronomie Tropical

Down -  Photo taken at Fuxing Park 
Gelatin silver prints 20 x 25 cm

Installation view
FotoPub 2018, Novo Mesto



Installation view
FotoPub 2018, Novo Mesto

Gelatin silver contact print - 20 x 25 cm - taken at the 
Palais de la Porte dorée - Frescoes

Print on blueback paper 180 x 235 cm
Marble facade of the Palais de la Porte dorée - bas-relief.



Some of the photos taken at Chateau Rouge market in Paris. Here 
you can find the same products that can be found on the marble 
facade of the Palais de la Porte dorée.
Color print, 30 x 37 cm

Photos taken at the Circle Sportif Français in Shanghai. The 
decoration inside the Circle Sportif Français has got a really similar 
iconography as the one that you can see on the marble faced in Paris.
Black and white print, 30 x 37 cm



Photo taken at the Palais de la Porte dorée  - 
Color print,  40 x 49 cm 

Photo taken at Chateau Rouge market in Paris
Color print, 50 x 62 cm

Diptych



Photo taken at Chateau Rouge market in Paris
Color print, 30 x 35 cm

Photo taken at Chateau Rouge market in Paris
Color print, 30 x 35 cm

Diptych



Photo taken at the Palais de la Porte dorée - Paris
Color print 50 x 62 cm

Photo taken inside the archive of the Jardin de l’Agronomie Tropical - Paris
Books with the descriptions of the objects placed inside the colonial exhibition.
Color print 50 x 62 cm

Diptych



Photo taken at the Palais de la Porte dorée - Paris
Color print 50 x 62 cm

Photo taken inside the archive of the Xhujahuei Library in Shanghai, once it was a Fren-
ch building, closer to the Metereological Center. 
Color print 50 x 62 cm

Diptych



Palais de la Porte dorée - Fresco
Light jet print 90 x 70 cm



Archives inside the Jardin de l’agronomie Tropical
Some trees that still survives from 1931 exhibition.
Light jet print 90 x 70 cm



Hypothesis of installation - Some part of the work 
could be installed inside the green houses or bo-
tanical gardens/at the same time you would find 
other works at the exhibition inside the gallery.
Maquette for the Tropical Green house - Giardino 
Botanico de “La Sapienza” Roma



Maquette for the Tropical Green house 
Giardino dei Semplici - Firenze

Print on blueback paper
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Archives inside the Jardin de l’agronomie Tropical 
Ink jet print 60 x 75 cm




